DR. LIZ ANDERSON-PEACOCK
CHIROPRACTOR, COACH, INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER & AUTHOR OF PEARLS OF WISDOM
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“The Innate wisdom of this book propels people into action
and is a timeless gift for all chiropractors!”
~ International Health Publishing
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Pearls Of Wisdom Pure & Powerful

Dr. Liz AndersonPeacock enjoys a
highly successful
career
as
a
chiropractor, leader,
and mentor with an
internationally
known pediatricfamily practice. She
is a contributor to
n u m e r o u s
committees and is a
seasoned speaker
and is well known
for taking academics
and making it real
for both colleagues
and patients alike.
Published in many
journals and
magazines, and is
the co-founder of
Girls Gals Gurus
Inc., a company
connecting women
to Vitalistic health
and wellness
p r i n c i p l e s
(www.girlsgalsgurus
.com). Dr. Liz can
be followed on
Facebook and
Twiter at: drlizap.

of Wisdom unites
over 400 years of practice
experience. Phenomenal
doctors who are
workingwomen, mothers,
daughters, sisters and
mentors to many share
with frank openness
emotional and motivational
stories on maintaining focus
while moving forward and
experiencing life events. Dr.
Liz ties their stories together
to share vignettes on working
through pain, birth, death,
practice, and all of life’s little
surprises. A poignant,
authentic, no holds barred
book to which any woman
can relate. Not only do you
come to appreciate the
dynamics of being a woman,
but gather a sense of love for
the chiropractic profession.
This book is a brilliant
display of professional
leaders with one booming

.

www.pearlsofwisdompandp.com

'revelation' after another, and
spectacularly pieced together.
It provokes you to ask
yourself questions for growth
and guides you through
pivotal life experiences. At a
minimum, you will gain a
renewed passion to serve in
any endeavor you choose. A
must read, to implement
approaches from their
collective wisdom.
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You Versus The Saboteur
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“What Others Are Saying”
“The wisdom within these
pages, when applied, will
transform lives.”
~Dr. Peter Amlinger
“With pride and con;idence I
can say, that if the women who
authored this book ruled our
world, there would be global
peace, health and harmony.”
~ Dr. Rosemary Emily Oman

www.InternationalHealthPublishing.com

“You rarely find words like love,
prayer, tears, heart, spirit and
intuition in success literature
these days. But you’ll find them
in here! Along with empowered,
passion, balance and certainty.
Discover that real success lies
within.”
~ William D. Esteb
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